
IA-250.01
Building Area: (sf)
10,000 sq ft

Cost per Square Foot: 
Undisclosed

Construction Cost
Undisclosed 

Date of Completion:
FALL 2019

Program Summary:
This family ranch opens its doors to the beautiful surrounding 
landscape by maximizing views, allowing for natural lighting with 
natural construction materials that blend with the terrain. 

Program Statement:
An ever unfolding landscape of lush meadows, limestone hills, and 
diverse wildlife inspired the elegant and rustic interior of this Texas 
cattle ranch home. The structure is sited on its property with a focus 
on the natural surround beauty and is designed to capture optimal 
views, while also functioning within to extend rural family roots and 
provide ideal entertaining space. The natural materials found in the 
landscape support the design vision for the interior with a unique 
timelessness that is both contemporary and classic. 

The interior of the home played a huge role in the overall design with 
a priority of maximizing views. This project is most successful in how 
the exterior architecture makes its way indoors, by integrating the 
surrounding landscape with floor to ceiling fenestration and by using 
consistent materials on the interior and exterior. The result is a 
harmonizing effect that allows for fluid indoor to outdoor living. 

The serene palette compliments the client's wishes for a comfortable 
and livable, entertaining space. The highly detailed interior 
construction of natural materials such as regionally quarried 
limestone and reclaimed wood give a timeless aesthetic, 
characterizing authenticity that will be celebrated for years to come.



IA-250.02

Large glass windows framing sunset 
views.



IA-250.03
The overall plan strategically creates 
small moments and large moments 
of indoor/outdoor connection for 
views at every direction. 



IA-250.04
Upon entering the home, initial 
impressions are made of grand solid 
wood door flanked by large columns 
of limestone. 



IA-250.05
Reclaimed timber beams and 
columns both structurally and 
aesthetically define spaces 
throughout the home.  



IA-250.06
A living space grand for large family 
gatherings but intimate for a cozy 
fireside morning coffee. 



IA-250.07
Through the use of fluid materials, 
this indoor dining feels as if you are 
dining in the gardens. 



IA-250.08
The primary bedroom color palette 
accentuates the serene natural 
landscape for a calming and 
restorative night sleep. 



IA-250.09
Natural materials and clean lines 
create a seamless shower room. 



IA-250.10
Construction detail not only 
structural but architecturally 
aesthetic perfecting the overall 
design. 



IA-250.11

The outdoor kitchen sets the mood 
for family entertainment. 



IA-250.12

A goal achieved by capturing as 
much of the view as possible. 



IA-250.13
A setting for summer nights 
surrounded by the natural landscape 
and the natural materials creating 
this spectacular home.  
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